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Full-stack developer who is creative, motivated, and ready to integrate into a team of like-minded
developers. Core competencies include delivering high-performance, low-cost browser, server, and
database solutions, while designing and integrating creative, dynamic, and easy to use UIs to create
effortless and memorable end user experiences.

Fluent in Python, Javascript, and Django Stack, as well as competent with OOP including Java. Adept at
utilizing front end scripting along with Bootstrap plus newer, more flexible, un-styled component
libraries to create seamless integration of elements while maintaining functionality and accessability.

Key strengths include communication, both verbal and written, working inside different Agile and Scrum
project organizational structures, and flexibility and adaptability, which allows for dynamic shifting
between a variety of roles to suit the ever-changing needs of a project.

Python
Django Stack
HTML/CSS
Javascript
Java
Spring

SQL
UI/UX
Standards and Guidelines Adherence
Schedule and Meeting Management
Testing and Reviews
Project Management

Ideal Foam And Frames
Auditor // Belden, MS // October 2022 to Current

Perform strategic planning, execution and finalization of audits of over 80 orders per day.
Adapt plans and schedules to meet changing priorities of work objectives, resources and workload
demands.
Developed and enforce audit policies that reduced order errors to less than 1% per month.
Implemented new organizational strategies to optimize output by 15%.

American Furniture Manufacturing Inc.
Frame Assembler // Pontotoc, MS // April 2015 to October 2022

Completed daily production schedules of over 300 units with high quality and minimal repairs.
Implemented dynamic, team based structure to streamline production output.
Facilitated harmonious working relationships with crew members to prevent problems and
conflicts.

Associate of Applied Science - Computer And Information Sciences
Northeast Mississippi Community College // Booneville, MS

Certificate of Completion - Software Development
Base Camp Coding Academy Graduate Institute // Water Valley, MS // Expected in August 2023


